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Introduction:
Welcome back to RoGo Magazine. To be honest, I’ve lost count on what issue it is! Oh well, that’s Lion2323’s job. Anyway, 
this issue we have some awesome new gear reviews, as well as cool new retextures created by the amazing fans of RoGo. 

(THAT’S YOU!) So yes, you should definitely continue reading. This one’s a keeper.
 

Gear Reviews:
Box Of Chocolates

Timed

 

Have a special someone in mind for this Valentines day? Show them 
how much you care with chocolates! There are various flavours, and you 

never know what'cha gonna get! Happy Valentines Day.
 

-Zozoezos
 
 

High Five
 

Show everyone you care by giving them high fives! Get close to a friend, 
or anyone, and click. They’ll walk up and return the kind hand gesture! 
Just make sure you don’t high-five a zombie, you don’t want them too 

close…
 

-warriorcats9999
 
 

Lightning Orb
Limited

Zap! Zap! Zap! PWNED! Roblox has utilized orb technology to create the 
Lightning Orb. The orb circles around your body and shocks the nearest 
torso to your character. Buy this gear if you want a shocking surprise for 

your enemies.
 

-comwizard
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Quantum Entangler
 

To clone or not to clone… The answer is simple; clone! Send off… well, 
yourself…by clicking, and swap minds back and fourth between avatars. 
But also remember… whichever isn’t controlled has a mind of it’s own!

 
-warriorcats9999

Gigantoform
 
 

Sip. ROAR! Heads up, someone just drank Gigantoform! The new 
revolution in Roblox potions is here, and it is sick. When you drink this 

green gunk, your Roblox character and his gear turn huge! If you need a 
fearsome transformation, buy Gigantoform!

 
-comwizard

 
 
 

Dragon Slayers Sword and Shield
Limited

 

Compete with a sword and shield, this gear can slice an enemy with great 
speed! Hold down your mouse, aim at your target, and release! You’ll 

shoot forward and have another KO! Or if defending, hold "Q" and deflect 
the attack. With this mighty combo, you’re foe won’t even know what hit 

them!
 

-warriorcats9999
 

Wraith's Screech Potion
Limited

This is a loge slender tube of little girl nightmare screech! Upon click, it 
raises it to your lips and you drink. Sound waves come out of you and 
attack everything within range! However, it has to recharge after each 

use, so use it wisely.
 

-pogostick22
 

 
RoGo Polls:

To participate, send a message to RoGoMagazine with the subject as: RoGo Poll. In the message write, “My Vote is: ” then 
put your answer.

We will add up the votes and the results will be posted in the next issue.
 

Which is your favorite hat?
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1. Domino Crown
2. Sparkle Time Fedora
3. Dominus Empyreus, Infernus, or Frigidus
4. Shaggy
5. The Void Star
6. The Dusekkar
 

Here are the results from last week. We had 43 people participate.

 
Reporter’s Corner:

 
ROBLOX Groups: The Future

 
A lot of people on ROBLOX use the social-group feature primarily, for war clans, fan clubs, privileges for games, etc. 

Groups will be around as long as ROBLOX. People get famous on ROBLOX, people discuss what they love, and people 
have good times.  But what is the future of the beloved feature?

I investigated and asked the public, epicryanman says, "The future of groups will probably be group only chat 
rooms, in-game joining, and group item trading." He brings up a good point, there won't be a need to have whole group 
pages, instead maybe a group panel on the "My ROBLOX" page. Icyscorpion says, "I think the future of groups will be 

corrupt." (Corrupt - Having or showing a willingness to act dishonestly in return for money or personal gain.) So he thinks 
that ROBLOX will charge people, as a BC beta feature. One last opinion, this is from comwizard, "I believe creative groups 

will take over pushing out war clans." That is almost a guarantee.
So I feel, that groups will be obsolete because everyone will have party chat and ROBLOX will offer free hosting 

for personal sites. For an example: "Randomletters.ROBLOX.com." People will be able to join the sites party, so people 
will be able to create parties like that, sort of like having your own personal minecraft server. In conclusion, we don't know, 

and we better appreciate ROBLOX while it lasts, don't take anything for granted. Why try and predict the future when will 
live in the present. Thanks for reading this and I guess I'll talk to you later. This is Team B Report Marth, and I'll catch you 

all later!
 

-Marthcello
 

What makes a group “Good”
 

Seems legit for people who want to start a new Military group. I asked around, and found a few answers. Guy890007 
said "Lots of members, good admins, very active, good name, lots of ranks, good group owner, and some group events, 

like contests." Wordlefan had to add "If the owner is very active, and cares about the members, listens to them, it will 
improve the quality of the group greatly" I went to investigate this myself, and went around to a few groups. I noticed that 
one thing that never changed in these groups was the fact that the group was active. Now, I remember when I used to be 

in Fear, and I remember that the promotion system was horrible. 10,000 Kos to get to the 3rd rank! That is why I left, along 
with several other reasons. Anyways, I seem to be running out of time, and your attention, so I will wrap this up by saying 
if you would like to have a "Good" Military group, you need to have a good name, good leaders, lots of activity, good and 

uncopied ads (Just the other day I saw a group copy "Captain RoGo with a toaster"), and you need a good and simple 
ranking system that everyone would understand. That is all the room I have for this week, so I will see you some time in 

the near future, around Mid-April, and this is RoGo Reporter Chriseon, signing off.
 

-chriseon
 

Place Reviews:
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Raise an ORLY? Owl!

Created by: Jmanfh
Place visits: 24,000 Visits

Rating: 3.5/5
 

Reviewed by: christmangirl

This game, as said in the title, is a new mix up to games. You can feed your owl 
berries, and watch it grow until it's an 'EPIC OWL.' I bet you even seen an ad, cause 

for sure he's been taking over the system. Backing up to the game again, the VIP sure 
boosts your owl's size.  A nice feature is that you can name your owl, with a command 

included. Although it may get a bit boring at times, it's a well-thought game!
 

Ultimate Paintball

Created By: Miked
Place Vists: 2,998,374 Vists

Rateing: 4.5/5
 

Reviewed by: 
spongebobworldonline

This place might be old but its still fun and filled with players. This game is a roblox 
classic that still works, The object of the game is to get to the other side of the game 

and get the flag,
With a whopping 2 millions vists! This game you have to try. Just because its kinda old 

it is still fun the scripting is not really that outdated also. :P
 

 
Interview: SpeedySeat

 
1. What are you most known for? -I am most known for over-advertising.
2. What is your favorite thing to do on ROBLOX? -Besides chair racing? Winning obbies like a boss. I've never 

entered an obby that I have not completed at some point. Kalozzz's Level 6 tree is the hardest obby I've beaten. 
3. What is your favorite game on ROBLOX? -Um, lets see. Besides chair racing, Frozen Peak by Defaultio.
4. What is your favorite hat? -Golden Teapot of Pwnage.
5. What is your favorite gear? -My favorite gear would be the Super G-Disruptor.
6. What inspires you to build/script? -Um, this brings me back four years in time. When I was a tiny, little Robloxian, 

xLEGOx (AKA Stravant) inspired me to start a career of scripting and become as good as him, if not better. In 
2007, hhis cart track was so amazing, it dominated the front page of games, and one game that involved it got 
multi million hits. "Ride a cart into heaven".

7. Do you plan on reading RoGo every other week? -No, but I do intend to spy over the stats of it whenever I get the 
time, and they are quite astounding for a Gui.

8. Do you have anything else to say to the readers of RoGo? -Ride some chairs. It will get you somewhere faster.
 
 

RoTextures
 

Welcome to the next article of RoTextures! Our last retexture contest was Winter Camo.
Last Issue's Winner:

Snowboarding Mask
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The Golden King of Redcliff
 

 
Created by Phantomazing

RedCliff Shades
 

 
Created by david3435

Redcliff Spearman
 

 
Created by nutcase1636

Black Gold Armor
 

 
Created by mew1226

 
To vote for one of the retextures above, just send in your vote to Tiger12289. Message me the name of the hat above, and 

he will add it up to the total. The more votes I get in, the better the result.
 

Next Topic: Dominus
 

To send in your own retexture, and have a chance for it to be featured in RoTexture, just message Tiger12289 the link of 
the retexture. I will go through the retextures, and see which 4 are the best. Make sure they fit the topic, or it most likely 

won't be featured in RoTexture. If your retexture doesn't make it in, remember that you have plenty of chances.
 

Fan Art
Current Topic: RoGo

 
Think your an artist? Do you have the skills to be in a magazine? Here is the perfect place for you. This section is a place 
were you. Each issue, we will have a topic or an object. Your job is to draw the object to the best of your abilities. When 

you are done, send the message to RoGoMagazine with a link to the image. (Must be uploaded as a decal.) The presidents 
will pick their favorites and put them in the magazine! Get drawing!

 
 
 

By wordlefan
 

72581163

By jcs1707
 

72583285

By gracieluvwaffles
 

72821386

By Catfan4
 

72714507

By Thomas10100
 

72168970

By Thomas10100
 

72639239
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Special Announcement
This is just short announcement to tell that RoGo Magazine has been accepted into the Fan Site section of the ROBLOX 

Wiki. Where can you find the ROBLOX Wiki Fansites? Simply go to: “http://wiki.roblox.com/index.php/Fansites” or hit F1 in 
any game and search “fansites.”
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